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**Background and Objectives:** The DNA probe assay is an alternative to culture for the detection of *Neisseria gonorrhoeae* which does not depend on the viability of the organism. There have been few published studies comparing the two methodologies. The majority of these studies have shown the probe assay to be comparable to culture. The goal of this study was to compare the performance of the DNA probe assay with culture in a high prevalence setting with nearly optimal culture transport conditions.

**Methods:** Genital specimens for culture and for DNA probe assay were collected at the time of the routine visit for STD clinic patients. Results of the two methods were compared. Discrepant results were further analysed using the results of direct patient Gram stains.

**Results:** Satisfactory matched specimens were available for 999 patients. The overall sensitivity and specificity of the DNA probe as compared with culture was 90 and 96%. Resolved values achieved by factoring in the results of direct patient Gram stains did not significantly improve the performance of the probe.

**Conclusion:** Culture remains the test of choice for the detection of gonorrhoea in a high prevalence setting where culture transport conditions are adequate.
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**Introduction**

Currently, with the exception of Gram stain, the only available testing method alternative to culture for the detection of *Neisseria gonorrhoeae* is the unamplified DNA probe (Gen-Probe PACE 2, Gen-Probe Inc, San Diego, CA). The potential advantage of the probe assay over culture is its ability to detect non-viable as well as viable organisms. The relative fastidious nature of the gonococcus may lead to loss of viability, and therefore false negative cultures, in instances where cultures are not properly incubated or must be shipped long distances to the laboratory. The growth of *N gonorrhoeae* may also be affected by recent use of antibiotics by patients, a common phenomenon among patients attending sexually transmitted disease (STD) clinics.

Finally, DNA probe testing more easily lends itself to semi-automation and thus may result in cost-savings for personnel. These perceived advantages have led some STD control programmes to substitute this methodology for culture for the detection of gonorrhoea, despite the fact that there have been relatively few published studies of the performance of the assay. Prior to serious consideration of implementing the DNA probe as the primary testing modality for gonorrhoea in its STD clinics, the Chicago Department of Health compared the assay with culture in a setting where transport conditions to the central laboratory were adequate.

**Methods**

**Study population**

The study was conducted at each of the five Chicago Department of Health clinics scattered throughout the city which specialised in the diagnosis and treatment of STDs. During the month of January, 1994, all patients seen for a new problem were screened for gonorrhoea with both culture and DNA probe assays. The usual prevalence of gonorrhoea in this population as determined by the clinic's activity reports was estimated to be 10% for women and 21% for men.

**Specimen collection**

Endocervical specimens were obtained by inserting an un lubricated speculum into the vagina and exposing the cervix. Following cleaning of the ectocervix with a large swab, a cotton-tipped swab was inserted into the os and gently rotated. The specimen was placed onto a clean glass slide for Gram's stain and then inoculated onto a modified Thayer-Martin agar plate at the bedside. Urethral specimens were obtained by inserting a small diameter calcium alginate swab 2–3 cm into the urethra. Following gentle rotation, the swab was withdrawn and a slide and agar plate prepared as above. Specimens for DNA probe testing were collected following the specimens for culture in the same manner, using the swab provided in the test kits.

**Specimen transport**

Culture plates were placed into candle jars within 30 minutes of inoculation. Jars were incubated at 35°C within one hour. Plates were incubated for 24–48 hours at the clinics prior to transportation to the Illinois Department of Public Health Laboratory's Chicago location. DNA probe specimens were refrigerated for transport to the laboratory on the next business day. All specimens were
shuttled to the laboratory by couriers as part of their daily route.

**Specimen processing**

Slides prepared directly from clinical specimens were Gram stained and examined by light microscopy at 100× magnification for the presence of intracellular Gram negative diplococci typical of *N. gonorrhoeae*. Cultures for *N. gonorrhoeae* were incubated at 35°C in 3–5% CO2 for a total of 48 hours prior to examination. The plate three of *N. gonorrhoeae* was determined by presumptive identification using growth on Thayer–Martin agar, Gram stain morphology and positive oxidase reaction as criteria. DNA probe assays were performed in exact accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. The assay detects ribosomal RNA by means of a chemiluminescent labelled DNA probe. Specimens were determined to be positive if their chemiluminescence response was > 300 relative light units (RLUs) more than the response of the negative reference control.

**Results**

Specimens for culture and DNA probe were collected simultaneously from 1009 patients during the month of January, 1994. Six patients were subsequently unenvaluable for inclusion owing to unsatisfactory cultures, and four were eliminated because of unsatisfactory DNA probe specimens (inadequate patient identification) leaving 999 evaluable patients. Of these, 453 (45%) were female and 546 (55%) were male. Cultures were positive in 78/453 (17%) of the females and 153/546 (28%) of the males. Disparate results occurred among 55 specimen pairs. Using culture as the gold standard, there were 31 false positive and 24 false negative DNA probe assays. The sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values of the probe assay are shown in the table.

Medical records were identified for all but one of the patients with discrepant results. Of the males with false negative probe results, 13/13 (100%) complained of symptoms versus 9/17 (53%) of males with false positive probe results. Urethral discharge was present on examination in 12/13 (92.3%) of males with culture positive, probe negative specimens versus 5/17 (29.4%) of males with culture negative, probe positive specimens.

Further analysis of the patients in the false positive DNA probe group revealed that 5 patients (3 male and 2 female) had positive direct Gram stains for gonorrhoea at the time of their visit. Of these 5 patients, 4 also had RLUs of > 10,000 suggesting that these patients may have had false negative cultures. Assuming that these 5 patients were truly infected, the resolved overall sensitivity and specificity for the DNA probe was 89.8 and 96.6% respectively. The resolved sensitivity and specificity of the test when performed in males was 91.7 and 96.4% and in females, 86.2 and 98.8%. These resolved values did not differ significantly from the original values.

Only 18/241 patients with discrepant results (all male) admitted to the recent use of antibiotics. Two of these were among the false positive probe patients and both had RLUs of < 1000.

**Discussion**

An important component for the control of any STD is a diagnostic test which is affordable, technically simple and which has a high degree of sensitivity and specificity. For many years, culture for *N. gonorrhoeae* on selective media has met those specifications. Culture also has the advantages of good performance for the isolation of *N. gonorrhoeae* from non-genital sites and has the ability to provide viable organisms for the monitoring of susceptibility trends.

Admittedly, culture techniques for gonorrhoea do have some limitations. The ability of the organism to grow on the agar plate may be affected by adverse environmental factors such as inappropriate incubation temperature or level of CO2. Some strains of *N. gonorrhoeae* may be susceptible to vancomycin, one of the inhibitory antibiotics contained in the selective media. Lastly, the patient may have recently ingested antibiotics which may inhibit growth of the organism. Despite these limitations, the sensitivity of culture has been generally regarded to be between 80–95%. A recent study by Smith et al found the sensitivity of culture to be 96.4% when compared with newly developed amplified antigen detection techniques.

Owing to the recognition of these limitations, particularly those that relate to transport conditions in the field, some STD programmes have begun to utilise the DNA probe instead of culture. Previously published studies, although limited in number, have suggested that the DNA probe assay is equivalent to culture for the detection of *N. gonorrhoeae*. Four of these studies reported sensitivities ranging from 92–100% with specificities of 91–99%, Panke et al documented an initial sensitivity of 88% for endocervical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity (％)</th>
<th>Specificity (％)</th>
<th>PVP (%)*</th>
<th>PVN (%)†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong> <em>(n = 999, 231 culture positive, 207 probe positive)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male urethral <em>(n = 546, 153 culture positive, 140 probe positive)</em></td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>89.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocervical <em>(n = 453, 78 culture positive, 67 probe positive)</em></td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>82.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Predictive value of a positive test.
†Predictive value of a negative test.
specimens but subsequently concluded the assay was as sensitive as culture when a modification of the manufacturer's cut-off value was utilised. The only published study which has compared probe with culture under conditions that included long distance transport, utilised specimens obtained from family planning clinics that had a 1% prevalence of gonorrhoea. This study also altered the manufacturer's cut-off, although classifying those specimens with RLU's in the "grey-zone" (300–500) as suspicious. When suspicious specimens were included as positives, the sensitivity and specificity in this low prevalence population were both 98%; however, the positive predictive value of the probe assay was only 37-6%. Our findings differ from those of previously reported studies, with the exception of Panke et al, in that we found the overall sensitivity of the probe assay to be less than 90%. In women, the sensitivity fell to 86%. Use of the direct patient Gram stain to resolve discrepant results failed to significantly improve the sensitivity, although we acknowledge that endocervical Gram stains for the detection of gonorrhoea have limited sensitivity and thus some of the false positive specimens in females may have continued to be misclassified.

Of concern also is the relatively poor specificity of the DNA probe assay in this study. After adjusting for available Gram stain data, 26/999 (2.6%) of patients had false positive probes. Such problems with specificity would be magnified in lower prevalence populations. It is possible that prior antibiotic usage by our patients may have influenced specificity by inhibiting growth of organisms in culture, yet allowing for the detection of ribosomal RNA from non-viable organisms. Although only 3/55 (5.5%) of patients with discrepant test results admitted to antibiotic usage, studies of antibiotic usage patterns among STD clinic patients suggest that the actual number of such patients may have been greater. Interestingly, however, Reichart et al found no significant differences in gonorrhoea culture positivity rates when comparing patients who had recently taken antibiotics with those who had not.

A potential limitation of our study was the use of presumptive as opposed to confirmative diagnosis of N. gonorrhoeae. Although it is true that N. meningitidis can be isolated from the urogenital tract, in the majority of cases it is the anal canal which is involved. Meningococci are rarely isolated from the endocervix of women or the urethra of heterosexual males. In a study by Smeltzer et al, N. meningitidis was isolated from only 2/25,936 of endocervical specimens. Carlson et al found N. meningitidis in 0-2% of urethral cultures obtained from heterosexual males. Thus, although it is possible that a presumptively identified isolate in our study was misclassified as N. gonorrhoeae, the chances are small.

In summary, in a high prevalence setting, the DNA probe assay did not compare favourably with culture, and in fact if used in our setting would fail to detect over 10% of cases. We conclude that in high prevalence settings with easy access to the diagnostic laboratory, culture remains the gold standard for the detection of N. gonorrhoeae. The use of DNA probe assays in these settings may negatively impact disease control measures.
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